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We are the UK’s leading 
tour operator and leisure
hotelier for the over 50s

• Almost 1m customers a year
• No. 1 in Escorted Tours

• Leading leisure hotelier
• Over 100 years of experience

• Over 3,000 employees in the UK

• Recognised over 50s specialist
• Highly satisfied customers

91% would recommend us

About Us



Designed to appeal to different market needs

About Us

Main tour operating brand for Holidays and
key distribution channel for Hotels

Traditional coach holiday brands offering 
great value for regional markets

Premium tier within core Shearings product

Discrete hotel brands to address
specific market segments



50 unique properties 
throughout the UK

• Good quality leisure hotels

• Range of entertainment

• Britains favourite views

• Inviting hotels in stunning 
locations

• Convivial and friendly

• For the Best ofTimes

Our Hotels



Travel that doesn’t cost the earth…

Socially Responsible Tourism

• Low carbon footprint
- Excluding walking and cycling, coach is the greenest way to travel 

• Over £30m invested into new coaches
- Amongst the greenest and most efficient coach fleet in the UK  

• Major national employer
- Providing excellent opportunities in some of the UK’s most deprived areas

• Sustainability reviews 
- Steering groups reviewing all areas to reduce waste & energy consumption



changing perceptions from 
this …



…. to this !



…. and this !



Tourism is a force for good



•The industry is currently worth £97bn 

• It provides 2m jobs 

• Tourism cannot be off shored 

•It benefits every part of the country



The international economic downturn has helped us to 
rediscover the value of ‘holidaying at home’ – but there is real 

quality at home now
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Tourism adds local value- from theatres to 
supermarkets to doctor’s surgeries, it provides 

amenities and services which are of value to local 
communities



Tourism has a 

high employment 

value, providing 

entry level jobs 

and opportunities 

for 

entrepreneurship

It is a route into work 

for school leavers 

and is one of the few 

growth areas of the 

economy



Investors in People

Excellence through People

Hospitality Assured

Approved Centre for drivers’ CPC







It can be the cornerstone to new investment
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It can be the cornerstone to new investment



Tourism helps provide a 
sense of place…



The Tourism Constant - localism



Succeeding in a new landscape

The focus has to be on the destination



Presence

Relevance

Performance

Advantage

Bonding

Delivering a thriving Destination UK



Working with 
Government on 

transition to 
develop a new 
local/national 

landscape





Thank you …


